Reduce enterprise risk and be more productive by automating GST/VAT reporting to inject efficiency and compliance into your indirect tax management.

**Alleviate your Indirect Tax burden**

Harness the ability to run analytics anywhere in the world and to prepare BAS / VAT returns in 26 countries with the CCH Integrator Indirect Tax solution. Collate data and generate accurate reports with the peace of mind that your analysis is consistent and complete to meet deadlines.

Enable your team with this award winning tax solution so they have time to focus on more valuable strategic work your CFO will love!
Control and collaboration, from Australia, Singapore to the UK

Cloud-based for rapid deployment, the CCH Integrator Indirect Tax solution gives multinationals the ability to streamline and automate the collection, consolidation and reporting of their indirect tax data. Collaboration is fostered through all stake-holders working together on a single source of data, providing the visibility required to better manage global tax risk.

➤ **End-to-end control**
Your GST/VAT reporting is managed end-to-end within one platform, embedding critical data controls into your key tax processes. In-application data analysis and mapping mitigates integrity risk resulting from manual intervention or data transfer between systems to help make preparing your returns simple.

➤ **Reduce reliance on manual spreadsheet analysis**
Our solution automatically loads and analyses accounts payable and receivable transactions to identify errors, based on user configurable rules. This removes the need for manual spreadsheet analysis, allowing you and your team to reduce enterprise risk and more effectively use your time.

➤ **Configured to your needs**
CCH Integrator can be swiftly configured to match your specific business needs. We’ll work with you to make sure the system is mapped to your business’s existing processes and indirect tax requirements – locally and internationally. Once implemented, our skilled and dedicated client support team is available at any time to help.

➤ **A complete tax solution**
The CCH Integrator Indirect Tax solution is part of a multi award-winning, cloud-based platform that allows collaboration anywhere, enables a single source of truth for decision making, and reduces risk with demonstrable governance and control for accurate and timely reporting.

A proven, global solution

Adopted by over 350 organizations across 80 countries

Over 15,000 end users

Used by all Big 4 professional service firms globally

Take the first step in implementing a modern, faster and more accurate Indirect Tax process for your organisation.

Schedule a complimentary demonstration with one of our corporate tax experts today.

Visit www.cchintegrator.com